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I

We studied the effecls of an insertion device (ID) on the
dynamic aperture in the 7-GeV Advanced Photon Source
(APS) storage ring using the program RACETRACK [1].
We found that the nonlinear effect of the ID is the dom-
inant effect on the dynamic aperture reduction compared
to the other mullipole errors which exist in the otherwise
ideal lattice. The previous study of dynamic aperture [2]
was based on the assumption that the effect of the fast os-
cillating terms in L. Smith's Hamiltonian [3] is small, and
hence can be neglected in the simulation. The remarkable
agreement between the previous study and the current re-
sults using RACETRACK, including all effects ot the fast
oscillating terms, justified those assumptions at least for
the APS ring.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Advanced Photon Source (APS) storage ring is a
7-GeV third generation light source with forty straight sec-
tions. Intense x-ray beams will be delivered by thirty-four
undulators and wigglers. Thus the effects, linear and non-
linear, of the insertion devices on the beam dynamics be-
comes important. In this report we present the numerical
tracking studies of the effect of IDs on the dynamic aper-
ture.

II. PLANAR INSERTION DEVICES

A. Motivation for Using RACETRACK
The field components for a planar insertion device (ID)

suggested by K. Halbach [4] are given by:
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where

and Au> is the period length.
The Hamillonian with respect to the oscillating equilib-

rium orbit suggested by L. Smith [3] is given by:
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Expanding to fourth order in r and y, and assuming
Jtx = 0, i.e. an IB with infinite width in the horizontal
direction, Eq. 2 becomes

where p is the radius of curvature in the peak field in the
ID, Bo- We note that this iiamillonian has a constant
linear focusing term and an octupole-tike term in the ver-
tical direction if we neglect the fast oscillating (compared
to betatron oscillation) term contained in sin[ks) for the
moment. Neglecting the sin{ks) term, we may treat the
ID as a long quadrupole with a lumped nonlinear element
at the center. The equations of motion may be written as

ds2
-sinh{2ky) dPx

ds2 = 0,

where sis the equilibrium orbit length. The previous track-
ing study based on this approach was done using the PAC-
MAN code [2]. We found that the dynamic aperture was
larger than the physical aperture at the ID section.

As a continuation of this effort, including the effects of
fast oscillating terms, we decided to use RACETRACK for
dynamic aperture study. The program, developed at Sin-
crotrone Trieste, has a unique abilility to perform second-
order symplsctic integration for motion in the insertion
device [5, 6].

B. Effects of an ID on Dynamic Aperture

One of the major insertion devices in the APS project is
the Type-A undulator with peak field #o=0.85 T, undula-
tor period Att,=3.3 cm, total ID length £/x>=2.31 m. The
constant linear vertical focusing strength for this ID is

| if -1) « KQ =

where KQ is a typical quadrupole strength in the APS
ring. Hence the linear effect of the ID considered here
will be very small. In order to investigate the effect of os-
cillating forms, we first note that j>r is constant for each
pass of the particle through the IP. The equation of mo-
tion is therefore a Malhicw equation. Examination of this
equation shows that the focusing effect of the oscillating
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t>Tin was negligible for acceptable vatnncs of p.. Tliis is
veriiicd by comparing line linear tunic shifts obiainicd from
the analytic estimation and the muEoieric.'jl result- of RACE-
TRACK. Thus, Uie linear effort of«Ij<" II) os tlse <ly»amir
aperture reduction is very small. This is cleariy seen in
Fig. 1 which shoivs thai dynamic aperJuirw reduction is
mainly due to the nonlinear effect of t lie 1D.

Since the lattice elements in the ring have error fields
due to imperfect construction, the effects of the niultipole
errors in the lattice were investigated. For this purpose, the
random normal sextupole and octupole field errors based
on the APS magnetic field tolerance budget were included
in the dipole and quadrupole magnets. The rms values of
these multipole errors are fcj/j = 5x 10~5, 630 = l x 10~5

r

i>2Q = l x 10"4 and bsQ = 5 x 1Q~5 where b^p and bnQ are
the normal 2(n + l)-pole field coefficients in the dipoJe and
quadrupole magnets, respectively. Field error coefficients
are defined as

Bs + iBx = O + ian)(x + itf

where bn and an indicate the normal and skew compo-
nents, respectively. Although these error fields reduce the
dynamic aperture of an ideal lattice without an ID, we
expected that, because ID effects on dynamic aperture re-
duction are so dominant, the inclusion of the multipole
errors in the ordinary lattice would not cause much addi-
tional change to a dynamic aperture already reduced by
the presence of the ID. This is verified in Fig. 2.

The results for multiple IDs are also shown in Fig. 1.
As expected, the dynamic aperture is further reduced as
the number of IDs around the ring increases. However, the
aperture reduction for 20 IDs is no worse than that for 10
IDs. The dynamic aperture is still larger than the physical
aperture.

Although not shown here, we investigated the effect of
the non-zero horizontal wave number (£>). Depending on
whether kx is real or imaginary, such an ID will provide
additional horizontal focusing and defocusing, respectively.
We found the tracking results were essentially the same in
the realistic variation of kr values.

Finally, we want to mention that when we compare the
tracking results from the programs PACMAN and RACE-
TRACK the phase space as well as dyanamic aperture
show remarkable agreement (see Fig. 3 for the comparison
of dynamic aperture). Thus, we may tentatively conclude
that the effect, of the fast oscillating terms which appeared
in L. Smith's Hamiltoniaii will be small for the IDs in the
APS storage ring.

III. HELICAL INSERTION DEVICES

There is an increasing interest in the utilization of cir-
cularly or ciliptically polarized light for some types of ex-
periments. Such a light will be delivered by helical IDs.
One type of helical ID considered in the APS project is
the crossed insertion device originally conceptualized by

OnuikS |7J. The m.-igiK-ric fit-Ids of crossed JU> are tfre su-
perposition of the Itorizonial and vertical planar IDs wltcst
field expressions, in siinpfliJied fonit. may Hie written as

B- = tiosin(bz), B, = B:,sin{k: -a), B, - 0, (<1)

where B® and BQ are the peak field in the s- and y-
dircclions, respectively, it is lihe usual wave number, ami a
is the longitudinal phase s!:j> between the horizontal and
vertical j>Ianar IDs. By adjusting a, Che field projected
onto the x-y plane will be cither circular or elliptic. For
instance, if B'o is equal to Bor ihe field will foofc circular if
a = ^ or *?f and elliptic if a = r̂- or -^p.

In the APS, such a helical ID has the parameters BQ —
I T, B'a = 0.07 T, At- = 15 on , and total length of device
JLjrn = 3 in. Since the deflection parameter A', defined by

K = 0.934 K B0{T),

is equal to 14 for this device, it has the focusing charac-
teristics of a wiggler. In general, Ihe dominant effect of a
wiggler is conceived as linear because it usually requires a
higher peak field and a longer period length than an un-
dulator. Such a linear effect results in dynamic aperture
reduction through breaking the symmetry 01" the lattice.
Thus, a sophitiscated matching scheme may be .squired
to restore the linear optics. However, for the APS heli-
cal ID, the distortion of linear optics is found to be very
small mainly because the beam energy is high and the peak
field is relatively low comparable to the planar Type-A ID
considered in the previous section.

Also, the nonlinear effect of the helical ID will be small
compared to the effect of the Type-A ID since the helical
ID has a longer period length than the Type-A ID, We
may expect that the dynamic aperture reduction due to
the single helical ID should not be worse than that for the
single Type-A ID. This is seen in Fig. 4 which shows the
tracking results from RACE TRACK for the various values
of the B'o field.

IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

A study of the effects of an insertion device on the dy-
namic aperture is presented in this report. We found that,
for Type-A and helical insertion devices considered for the
APS project, the nonlinear effect was the dominant cause
of dynamic aperture reduction. Also, with up to 20 IDs in
the ring, stable amplitude of the beam oscillation is still
outside of the physical vacuum chamber.

We also found that when we compared the numerical re-
sults from RACETRACK with the one from Ed Croshic's
PACMAN", the agreement between the two were remark-
able. Hence, we may tentatively conclude that She effects
of the fast oscillating fenti-s contained in tlie ID HauiiDto-
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Figure 2
Dynamic aperture reduction due to a single ID with and

without the multipolc errors in the lattice.
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Figure 1
Dynamic aperture reduction due to a single ID (linear

effect vs. total effect) and due to multiple IDs.

Figure 3
Dynamic aperture reduction due to a single ID
(Comparison of results from the PACMAtV and

RACETRACK programs).

Figure 4
Dynamic aperture reduction due to a single helical ID

(Bo = 1.0T and li'a - 0.07T, 0.1 T, 1.07).


